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Tired of 
Copper Theft?

Check Out Our 
"SureLock"  HANDHOLES



P.O. Box 69
1010 North Star Drive

Zumbrota,  MN  55992-0069

P.O. Box 69

Concast's new SureLock line of FHRSLP handholes are an excellent solution for the nationwide issue of copper wire 
theft.  Copper theft occurances in the US have increased 500% since 2001. These crimes can create serious prob-
lems: the resulting loss of street lights, traffic lights and communications cause traffic snarls, accidents, assaults, 
and injuries.  The extra security on these boxes will help to keep the criminals out, and your infrastructure intact.

Product Description
FHRSLP open-bottom boxes utilize a double-lock system.  The entire steel cover is padlocked to the  box frame.  
That padlock is protected by an exterior access cover which is secured by Concast's new SureLock (Bryce 
Fastener) Bolts.  

SureLock Bolts
These bolts are custom-keyed and can only be unfastened with a special release tool provided by Concast.  They 
are available in a a 3/8-16 UNC thread and in several lengths; making them a great option for securing other 
products that need that extra layer of protection.  So, items like pull boxes, standard handholes, and box pads 
can be retrofit with these high security fasteners as well.

Concast is continually working to find new precast solutions that will supply our customers with the best line of 
concrete products in a timely manner, while still upholding our high quality standards.  They stand behind their 
products with an unmatched 35 year warranty.

Standard Features
Full H-20 rating• 
Galvanized steel cover provides extra protection.• 
Exterior Access Cover Secured by SureLock Bolt.• 
SureLock Bolt can only be removed with Concast tool   • 
Part Number 8000SL
Padlock tab in frame secures cover to the box.• 
FHRSLP handholes available in a variety of sizes.• 
Con-Duct plastic terminators cast into all sidewalls.• 

Optional Features
Utlitity markings available.  IE: "ELECTRIC"• 
Custom Openings• 
Meter Lids• 
Neoprene gasket between cover and frame.• 

CLOSE-UP OF PADLOCK AREA WITH 
THE ACCESS COVER REMOVED

For Additional Information 
www.concastinc.com/hand_holes/Traffic_Rated_SureLock/

Overview


